Deep learning have made great successes in traditional fields like computer vision (CV), natural language processing (NLP) and speech processing. Those achievements greatly inspire researchers in genomic study and make deep learning in genomics a very hot topic. Convolutional neural network (CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN) are frequently used for genomic sequence prediction problems; multiple layer perception (MLP) and auto-encoders (AE) are frequently used for genomic profiling data like RNA expression data and gene mutation data.
However, for non-sequence data like genomic profiling data, where RNA expression value, gene mutation status, or gene copy number variations from whole genome are profiled, CNN or RNN will be invalid because there are no spatial or temporal relationships in the data. For genomic profiling data, the underlying mechanism is the gene regulatory pathway/network: several genes interact with (activate or inhibit) each other and compose a structured hieratical network to regulate the biological functions 31 , which is the key to model genomic profiling data using deep learning.
A lot of studies using multiple layer perception (MLP), autoencoders (AE) or variational autoencoders (VAE) for supervised or unsupervised tasks of genomic profiling data ( Fig. 1b-c) , and the researchers observed improvements compared with traditional machine learning algorithms [32] [33] [34] . Evidences from deep learning studies in computer vision reveal that network depth is crucial important 14, 35, 36 . However both MLP and VAE face the problem of vanishing gradient 37, 38 , which means they cannot train very deep neural network. Most of the published paper in genomics deep learning have less than four hidden layers ( Fig. S4a ).
Hyper parameter selection and network architecture selection usually take the researchers a big paragraph to discuss, and they are even harder for deep learning beginners. The development of automated machine learning (AutoML) aims to remove the gaps and make AI more democratize to everyone. Automatic model selection, feature selection, hyper-parameter search and neural architecture search are commonly used in AutoML [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . In genomic area, however, most studies are still limited to handcrafted DNN structures and parameter space.
To address those challenges and facilitate genomic studies with deep learning, we build AutoGenome, an end-to-end AutoML framework for genomic study. In AutoGenome, we propose residual fully-connected neural network (RFCN) and its variants, and validate their performance outperforming MLP and VAE. We further adopt hyper-parameter search and efficient network architecture search 41 Fig. 2e left).Therefore, a RRFCN architecture can be realized by taking a subgraph from the DAG (the subgraph is represented as the red path in Fig. 2e left, and the corresponding architecture is shown in Fig. 2e right) . The building block for RRFCN is the FC unit illustrated in Fig 2a right , and the search space are show in Methods.
We also assesse the performance of RRFCN on the previous two datasets. For the pan cancer study, the RRFCN achieve the best accuracy compared with Xgboost, AutoKeras, RFCN-ResNet, RFCN-DenseNet for both gene expression and gene mutation data (the accuracy is 96.3% for TCGA gene expression profiles and 68.1% for TCGA somatic mutation profiles, Fig. 2d cell experiment, the RRFCN achieve an accuracy of 96.3%, ranked the second highest, slightly lower than RFCN-ResNet (Fig 2d right) , the best RRFCN architecture has seven hidden layers and seven skip connections ( Fig. S2b ), which is also a novel neural network architecture in genomic research.
Explain predictions for RFCN models
A lot researchers believe deep learning models are black boxes [51] [52] [53] , which are difficult to explain. To facilitate the researchers to investigate into the deep learning models, we bring a popular method called SHapley Additive exPlanations 54 (SHAP) into AutoGenome. Given a deep learning model, SHAP will calculate the marginal contribution for each feature to the overall predictions, which is referred as SHAP value 54 . AutoGenome could visualize the feature importance of each gene to the predicted classes ( Fig. 3b, d ), or the SHAP values distribution of each gene to the predicted classes ( Fig. 3c , e; Fig. S3 ). Those visualizations provide meaningful insights toward the deep learning models.
For the pan-cancer classification task with gene expression profiles, the top important genes for each cancer type are visualized by AutoGenome ( Table 1) , and a lot of literature support are found for the genes in the top list. For example, the top 1 rank gene across all 24 cancer types is RPS27 (Fig. 3b ), which has been observed highly expressed in various human cancers 55, 56 ; the pseudogenes PA2G4P4 and H3F3C are reported to be functional in many cancers 57, 58 (Fig. 3b) ; in cervical and endocervical cancers (CESC), a long non-coding RNA gene, MALAT1, ranks top 3 among all 8449 genes (Fig. 3c ), and its high expression predicts a poor prognosis of cervical cancer 59 ; in lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD), ST3GAL5 ranks top 9 ( Fig. S3a ), and this gene participates in modulation of cell proliferation and maintenance of fibroblast morphology, and is known to be associated to in situ pulmonary adenocarcinoma 60 ; in lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC), BMS1P20 ranks top 8 ( Fig. S3b ), it is known to associate with lung cancer 61 . The full list of top important genes for each cancer type are shown in Supp. Table 1 , those results offer potential biomarker candidates for cancers.
We also analyze the top important genes for the somatic-mutation-profile-based pan-cancer classification. TP53 and PICK3CA rank top 1 contribution for the prediction of ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma (OV) and breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA) respectively, showing positive effect to the model output with positive SHAP values for their mutated status in most samples ( Fig. S3c-d ). It is consistent with TP53 and PICK3CA being most frequently mutated in OV and BRCA among the 24 cancer types, with frequency of 87.34% and 32.41% respectively (276 OV patients with TP53 mutations vs. 316 total OV patients; 318 BRCA patients with PIK3CA mutation vs. 981 total BRCA patients). Both TP53 and PICK3CA mutations are reported to be potential diagnostic and prognostic biomarkers for ovarian cancer 62 and breast cancer 63 respectively.
For the single-cell embryonic developmental stage classification task, the top important genes for each developmental stage are also visualized by AutoGenome ( Fig. 3d -e; Supp. Table 2) . A lot ribosomal genes are observed in the top list, which is consistent with previous finding that ribosome genes play an important role in embryonic development and stem cell differentiation 64, 65 . From the gene SHAP value distributions per developmental stage, researchers could better understand how the genes contribute to the development stages, for example, the top 1 rank gene, Rpl35 (Fig. 3d-e ), has been reported to be important during early embryogenesis 66, 67 , and the Rpl35 SHAP distribution in developmental stage E7.5 (Fig. 3e) shows clearly that high Rpl35 expression value will predict E7.5 and low Rpl35 expression value will not predict E7.5;
Dppa5a, Tdgf1 are also on the top list and have been reported to regulate early embryonic development and pluripotency [68] [69] [70] [71] . By looking into their SHAP distribution in developmental stage E7.5 (Fig. 3e) , it's also clear that their low expression will predict E7.5 and their high expression will not predict E7.5. The observations are also consistent with another independent dataset, where Dppa5a and Tdgf1 have relatively high expression values in E6.0, E6.5 and E7.0 , but drop significantly in E7.5 (Fig. 3f, g) . To assess the performance of Res-VAE, we design an experiment using a new single-cell RNA-seq dataset provided by 10X platform 76 and compare the result of Res-VAE with PCA, T-SNE and VAE (Fig. 4b) . In general, the unsupervised learning of PCA, T-SNE, VAE and Res-VAE are trying to mapping the high dimensional gene expression data (16653 genes in total, see Methods) in to a low dimensional space. For fare comparison, the first two dimensions from PCA and T-SNE results are visualized in Fig. 4c . For VAE and Res-VAE, the number of latent variables are set to 128, which means in the encoder module, the expression value of 16653 genes are compressed into 128 variables, T-SNE are then used to map the 128 latent variables into 2 dimensional space, also shown in Fig. 4c . The color in Fig.4 indicate the cell types, and it's quite straight forward that Res-VAE results have more clear boundaries between different cell types and tight clusters for each cell type. Davies-Bouldin score 77 is usually used to measure the clustering goodness, and smaller Davies-Bouldin score indicate better clustering. The results showed Res-VAE have the smallest Davies-Bouldin score, indicating all the cell type clusters are very compact ( Fig. 4b ).
Residual fully-connected VAE outperform traditional VAE in omics data

AutoGenome -An AutoML tool for Genomic Research
Researchers usually encounter a lot challenges in applying deep learning in their research, for example " which deep learning framework shall I use", " how to prepare the data", " how to choose a good model architecture" and "how to set the hyper parameters". AutoML aim to solve these problems by combining many advanced technologies like automated data clean 78 , automated feature engineering 79 , hyper parameter optimization 80 and neural architecture search [40] [41] [42] [43] . Some AutoML tools have been developed like AutoKeras, Auto-sklearn, H2O AutoML, but currently they are only able to search MLP, CNN or RNN based architectures.
Here we developed a new AutoML tool called AutoGenome for genomic research, to enable researchers to perform end-to-end learning with the best cutting edge neural network architectures easily. When a gene matrix data from genomic profiling is provided, for supervised learning tasks, AutoGenome could automatically search for the best MLP architectures, the proposed RFCN-
ResNet architectures, RFCN-DenseNet architectures and RRFCN architectures; after
AutoGenome find the best model, the evaluation confusion matrix is also provided; at last, AutoGenome could calculate and visualize the feature importance score and SHAP value distributions, which could be used for the researchers to further investigate and explain the models (Fig. 5a ). For unsupervised learning tasks, AutoGenome could automatically search for the best Res-VAE architectures, after AutoGenome find the best model, the latent variable matrix and reconstruction matrix are also provided for further analysis (Fig. 5a ).
With AutoGenome, researchers only need to execute five lines of code to perform the whole analysis ( Fig. 5b) . Along with the great convenience, AutoGenome also provide the expert mode for sophisticated deep learning researchers, all the parameters in AutoGenome could be manually changed by modify configure file, you can even change the hyper parameter search space to your favorite sets, the configure file is well organized in JSON format (Fig. 5b ).
Discussion
Genomic profiling data grows rapidly, and they are very important in biomedical researches.
Similar to the recent achievements in computer vision, natural language processing and speech processing, novel neural network architectures are needed to overcome the challenges in this area. After reviewed several publications in genomic research, we found that most of the published MLP based neural network have less than 4 layers (Fig. S4a) . We also summarized the depth (number of hidden layers) of the best model for RFCN architectures in experiments 1 and 2 (Supp. (Fig. S4b) , and found that the best accuracy is from the model with the depth around 6 to 7, further increasing the depth wouldn't improve the performance any more. This might be relevant to the complexity of the problems as well as the underlying gene regulatory pathway/network.
In our experiments, RFCN architectures are proved to have better performances than MLP architectures, but for the three RFCN variants (RFCN-ResNet, RFCN-DenseNet and RRFCN), the performances are similar (Fig. 2d) . Compared with RRFCN, RFCN-ResNet and RFCN-DenseNet are easier to train and the architectures are easier to understand ( Fig. 2a, b, c, e) . specify the loss calculation method. Now we support "cross entropy" for classification task, "mean-square error" for regression task, "area under curve" for imbalanced binary classification task. 4) Search mode module. There are five mode that can be selected, MLP, FC-ResNet, FC-DenseNet, ENAS for supervised learning and Res-VAE for unsupervised learning. Each mode have different search space and we will discuss in the following context 5) Best model save path and reload module. User can specify the path to save the best model for sharing or future reloading.
Hyper-parameter search. Hyper-parameter search method refers to previous described approach 82 . The general hyper-parameters in search space are learning rate, total batch size, momentum, weight decay, number of layers in neural networks and number of neurons in each PCA and T-SNE. "PCA" and "TSNE" function from "sklearn" 83 were utilized for unsupervised learning for genomic data. After dimensionality reduction, the first two dimensions were utilized for further visualization. Then we calculate the pair-wise Euclidean distance of sample in the first two dimensions. As the raw data contain golden standard labels, so that we can calculate the Davies-Bouldin score to evaluate the performance of dimensionality reduction. "sklearn" was utilized to calculate the Davies-Bouldin score.
Data Availability.
All the data sets utilized in our study are public data. Pan-cancer classification is from TCGA.
Single-cell classification data is from accessions: Atlas: E-MTAB-6967 and the processed data is downloaded following the instructions at https://github.com/MarioniLab/EmbryoTimecourse2018. 10X PBMC single-cell RNA-Seq was provided by 10X platform and we downloaded the processed expression matrix and cell labels from (https://github.com/ttgump/scDeepCluster/tree/master/scRNA-seq%20data).
Software Availability.
We will open the utilization of AutoGenome package to the public upon the acceptance of manuscript. 
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